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A substantial fraction of the energy density of the universe may consist of quintessence in the form of a
slowly rolling scalar field. Since the energy density of the scalar field generally decreases more slowly than the
matter energy density, it appears that the ratio of the two densities must be set to a special, infinitesimal value
in the early universe in order to have the two densities nearly coincide today. Recently, we introduced the
notion of tracker fields to avoid this initial conditions problem. In the paper, we address the following ques-
tions: What is the general condition to have tracker fields? What is the relation between the matter energy
density and the equation-of-state of the universe imposed by tracker solutions? And can tracker solutions help
to explain why quintessence is becoming important today rather than during the early universe?
@S0556-2821~99!05610-6#

PACS number~s!: 98.80.Cq, 98.65.Dx, 98.70.Vc
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quintessence@1# has been proposed as the missing ene
component that must be added to the baryonic and ma
density in order to reach the critical density@2,3#. Quintes-
sence is a dynamical, slowly evolving, spatially inhomog
neous component with negative pressure. An example
scalar fieldQ slowly rolling down its potentialV(Q) @1,4–

11#. For a general scalar field, the pressure ispQ5 1
2 Q̇22V,

and the energy density isrQ5 1
2 Q̇21V. For a slowly rolling

scalar field, the pressure can be negative if the kinetic ene
is less than the potential energy. For quintessence,
equation-of-state, defined aswQ5pQ /rQ , lies between 0
and21. Depending onV(Q), wQ may be constant, slowly
varying, rapidly varying or oscillatory@1#. It is also possible
for Q to smoothly transform from quintessence to a form
energy with positive pressure or vice versa. For exam
V(Q) may have the property thatQ rolls quickly at first and,
hence, has positive pressure, but thenQ slows down so that
the pressure becomes negative, satisfying the definition
quintessence.

A key problem with the quintessence proposal is expla
ing why rQ and the matter energy density should be com
rable today. There are two aspects to this problem. Firs
all, throughout the history of the universe, the two densit
decrease at different rates; so it appears that the conditio
the early universe have to be set very carefully in order
the energy densities to be comparable today. We refer to
issue of initial conditions as the ‘‘coincidence problem
@12#. This is a generalization of the flatness problem d
scribed by Dicke and Peebles in 1979@13#; the very same
issue arises with a cosmological constant as well. A sec
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aspect, which we call the ‘‘fine-tuning problem,’’ is that th
value of the quintessence energy density~or vacuum energy
or curvature! is very tiny compared to typical particle phys
ics scales. The fine-tuning condition is forced by direct m
surements; however, the initial conditions or coinciden
problem depends on the theoretical candidate for the mis
energy.

Recently, we introduced a form of quintessence cal
‘‘tracker fields’’ which avoids the coincidence problem@14#.
Tracker fields have an equation-of-motion with attractor-li
solutions in the sense that a very wide range of initial co
ditions rapidly converge to a common, cosmic evolutiona
track of rQ(t) and wQ(t). Technically, the tracker solution
differs from a classical dynamics attractor solution beca
neitherVQ nor any other parameters are fixed in time.

The initial value ofrQ can vary by nearly 100 orders o
magnitude without altering the cosmic history. The acce
able initial conditions include the natural possibility of equ
partition after inflation—nearly equal energy density inQ as
in the other 100–1000 degrees of freedom~e.g., VQi
'1023). Furthermore, the resulting cosmology has desira
properties. The equation-of-statewQ varies according to the
background equation-of-statewB . When the universe is
radiation-dominated (wB51/3), thenwQ is less than or equa
to 1/3 andrQ decreases less rapidly than the radiation d
sity. When the universe is matter-dominated (wB50), then
wQ is less than zero andrQ decreases less rapidly than th
matter density. Eventually,rQ surpasses the matter densi
and becomes the dominant component. At this point,Q
slows to a crawl andwQ→21 asVQ→1 and the universe is
driven into an accelerating phase. These properties see
match current observations well@15#.

There has been considerable work on exponential po
©1999 The American Physical Society04-1
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PAUL J. STEINHARDT, LIMIN WANG, AND IVAYLO ZLATEV PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 123504
tials, a ‘‘borderline’’ case of tracking in whichwQ is very
nearly equal to wB during the radiation- and matter
dominated epochs@10,16#. However, our focus is on case
where wQ is significantly less thanwB . This situation is
more desirable, because it enables theQ-energy to eventually
overtake the background density and induce a period of
celerated expansion, which produces a cosmology more
sistent with measurements of the matter density, large s
structure, and supernova observations@15,18#. Hence, our
use of the term ‘‘tracker’’ is meant to refer to solutions joi
ing a common evolutionary track, as opposed to followi
closely the background energy density and equation-of-s

It is also an interesting point that some tracker solutio
do not require small mass parameters to obtain a small
ergy density today@14,17#; whether this is a satisfactory so
lution to the fine-tuning problem is debatable, though. We
not explore this issue in this paper.

An important consequence of the tracker solutions is
prediction of a relation betweenwQ andVQ today@14#. Be-
cause tracker solutions are insensitive to initial conditio
bothwQ andVQ only depend onV(Q). Hence, for any given
V(Q), onceVQ is measured,wQ is determined. In genera
the closerVQ is to unity, the closerwQ is to 21. However,
sinceVm>0.2 today, there is a sufficient gap betweenVQ

and unity thatwQ cannot be so close to21. We find that
wQ*20.8 for practical models. ThiswQ-VQ relation, which
makes the tracker field proposal distinguishable from
cosmological constant, will be explored further in this pap

The purpose of the present paper is to expand on
introductory article on tracker fields and the coinciden
problem. In particular, we want to go beyond the spec
examples of tracker potentials studied before and addres
a general way the following questions~the relevant section is
shown in parentheses!:

What is a tracker solution~Sec. II A!?
Which potentialsV(Q) have tracker solutions~Secs.

III A, III B, III E ! and which do not~Sec. III G!?
How does convergence of diverse initial conditions to

common track occur~Sec. III C!?
What additional conditions on tracking potentials are

quired to make them useful and practical~Sec. III H!?
How does tracking result in the prediction of anVQ-wQ

relation ~Sec. IV!?
What range ofwQ today is possible for tracking solution

according to thewQ-VQ relation ~Sec. IV!?
Why is theQ-field first beginning to dominate at this lat

stage of the universe rather than at some early stage~Sec.
V!?

II. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC EQUATIONS

We shall consider a scalar field with present equation
state21,wQ,0 in a flat cosmological background~consis-
tent with inflation!. The ratio of the energy density to th
critical density today isVQ for the Q-field andVm for the
baryonic and dark matter density whereVm1VQ51. We
use dimensionless units where the Planck mass isM p51.
12350
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A. Basic terminology

For clarity, we define some basic terms:
Quintessence:a time-evolving, spatially inhomogeneou

energy component with negative pressurepQÞ2rQ and
equation-of-statewQ,0.

Q-field: a scalar field whose energy acts as quintesse
today.~Note that theQ-field may go through earlier period
of rapid evolution such that its pressure exceeds zero;
strictly speaking, theQ-field does not act as quintessen
during that early period.!

wQ , VQ , etc.: parameters describing theQ-fields.
Tracker field: a field whose evolution according to it

equation-of-motion converges to the same solution—
tracker solution—for a wide range of initial conditions for
the field and its time derivative.

Converging: behavior in which solutions to theQ-field
equation-of-motion are drawn towards a common soluti
Q̃(t), for a wide range of initial conditions. We make th
~fine! distinction between ‘‘tracking’’ and ‘‘converging’’ be-
cause tracker solutions typically go through some peri
when solutions are not approaching one another. In part
lar, during transitions in the background equation-of-sta
such as the transition from radiation- to matter-dominati
there are brief intervals during whichwQ changes rapidly
and general solutions are not drawn towards the tracker
lution; fortunately, these transitory periods are too short
spoil the advantages of tracking solutions.

Hybrid models: models in which theQ-field first passes
through a regime ofV(Q) where solutions converge an
then begins an extended regime where they do not.~This
differs from the case just mentioned in that the no
converging behavior endures for a long period, not just d
ing the transition in the background equation-of-state. F
example, one can imagine a potential which has converg
behavior as long as the tracker field is less than a cer
value, but does not have converging behavior once the fi
rolls past that point.! These cases can be interesting if, by t
time the second regime is reached, sufficient convergenc
solutions has already occurred such thatQ continues along a
common track in the second regime.

Family of tracker solutions: For a potential V(Q)
5M4ṽ(Q/M ) ~where ṽ is a dimensionless function o
Q/M ), there is a family of tracker solutions parametrized
M. The value ofM is determined by the measured value
Vm today ~assuming a flat universe!.

B. Tracker equation

The equation-of-motion for theQ-field is

Q̈13HQ̇1V850 ~1!

where

H25S ȧ

a
D 2

5kS rm1r r1
1

2
Q̇21VD ~2!
4-2
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COSMOLOGICAL TRACKING SOLUTIONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 123504
wherea is the Robertson-Walker scale factor,rm is the mat-
ter density,r r is the radiation energy density, andk58p/3.
The definition of the equation-of-state is

wQ5
p

r
5

1
2 Q̇22V
1
2 Q̇21V

. ~3!

It is extremely useful to combine these relations into
unfamiliar form, which is the form we would like the read
to have in mind when we refer to the ‘‘equation-of-motion

6
V8

V
53A k

VQ
A11wQF11

1

6

d ln x

d ln aG ~4!

wherex5(11wQ)/(12wQ)5 1
2 Q̇2/V is the ratio of the ki-

netic to potential energy density forQ and a prime means
derivative with respect toQ. The6 sign depends on whethe
V8.0 or V8,0, respectively. The tracking solution~to
which general solutions converge! has the property thatwQ
is nearly constant and lies betweenwB and21. For 11wQ

5O(1), Q̇2'VQH2 and the equation-of-motion, Eq.~4!,
dictates that

V8

V
'

1

AVQ

'
H

Q̇
~5!

for a tracking solution; we shall refer to this as the ‘‘track
condition.’’

An important function isG[V9V/(V8)2, whose proper-
ties determine whether tracking solutions exist. Taking
derivative of the equation-of-motion with respect toQ and
combining with the equation-of-motion itself, we obtain th
equation

G[
V9V

~V8!2

511
wB2wQ

2~11wQ!
2

11wB22wQ

2~11wQ!

ẋ

61 ẋ

2
2

~11wQ!

ẍ

~61 ẋ!2
~6!

where ẋ[d lnx/d lna and ẍ[d2 lnx/d lna2. We will refer to
this equation as the ‘‘tracker equation.’’

III. PROPERTIES OF TRACKING SOLUTIONS
AND TRACKING POTENTIALS

In the following section, we prove the key properties
tracker solutions. Each subsection leads with a summ
statement of the result for those who wish to skip the deta
mathematical arguments.

A. Which potentials have converging behavior and tracker
solutions and which do not?

Our central theorem is the following:
~A! Tracking behavior withwQ,wB occurs for any po-

tential in which G[V9V/(V8)2.1 and is nearly constan
12350
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@ ud(G21)/Hdtu!uG21u# over the range of plausible initia
Q.

~B! Tracking behavior withwB,wQ,(1/2)(11wB) oc-
curs provided 12(12wB)/(612wB),G,1 and nearly
constant.

~C! Tracking does not occur forG,12(12wB)/
(612wB).

Rather than present the proof in a formal mathemat
format, which holds no special interest, we present the s
of the argument over the course of the following subsectio
Secs. III B–III G, explaining along the way their physic
interpretation, which is important for understanding the a
plication to cosmology. We note that each part of the th
rem takes the form ‘‘given a condition, tracking will~or will
not! occur.’’ That is, we establish conditions that are suf
cient, but we do not show that they are necessary. We c
jecture that they may be necessary based on the stab
analysis in Sec. III F, which is the heart of the proof.

Case~A! is the one relevant to tracker models of quinte
sence since we wantwQ,0 today. For the most part, unles
otherwise stated, this is the case assumed in our discus
The range of initial conditions referred to in the theore
extends fromV(Q) equal to the initial background energ
densityrB down toV(Q) equal to the background density
matter-radiation equality, a span of over 100 orders of m
nitude.

The importance of this theorem is that testing for the e
istence of tracking solutions reduces to a simple condition
V(Q) without having to solve the equation-of-motion d
rectly. In particular, the condition thatG'const can be
evaluated by testing

UG21
d~G21!

Hdt U'U G8

G ~V8/V!
U!1 ~7!

over range ofQ corresponding to the allowed initial cond
tions; the middle expression is easily computed know
V(Q) only without having to solve an equation-of-motio

~Here we have used the tracker conditionQ̇/H'AVQ

'V8/V which applies for the tracker solution.! An equiva-
lent condition is thatDG/G!1, whereDG is the difference
between the maximum and minimum values ofG over the
same range ofQ. The conditionG.1 is equivalent to the
constraint thatuV8/Vu be decreasing asV decreases. Thes
conditions encompass an extremely broad range of po
tials, including inverse power-law potentials@V(Q)
5M41a/Qa for a.0] and combinations of inverse powe
law terms@e.g.,V(Q)5M4exp(M /Q)]. Some potentials of
this form are suggested by particle physics models with
namical symmetry breaking or nonperturbative effe
@17,19–24#.

If wQ,wB , converging behavior does not occur for p
tentials in which uV8/Vu strictly increases asV decreases
(G,1). This category includes quadratic potentials and m
examples of quintessence models in the literature. Instea
4-3
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PAUL J. STEINHARDT, LIMIN WANG, AND IVAYLO ZLATEV PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 123504
converging behavior, these models require specially tu
initial conditions to obtain an acceptable value ofVQ today,
as discussed in Sec. III G.

For (1/2)(11wB).wQ.wB , converging behavior doe
occur if V8/V is strictly increasing asV decreases (G,1);
however, as we explain in Sec. III E, potentials withwQ
.wB do not produce viable cosmological models of quint
sence: ifwQ.wB andVQ>1/2 today~as suggested by cur
rent observation!, thenVQ must exceedVm in the past and
there is no period of matter-domination or structure form
tion.

Hybrid potentials are possible in which converging b
havior only occurs for a finite period during the early un
verse, provided that the time is sufficiently long to brin
together solutions whose initial conditions span the range
practical interest. For example, one can construct poten
in which uV8/Vu decreases at first asQ rolls downhill, and
then uV8/Vu begins to increase. Another possibility is th
uV8/Vu increases at first andwQ.wB , as discussed in the
previous paragraph. We pointed out that this condition
lows convergence, but cannot be maintained up to
present for practical reasons of structure formation. Ho
ever, the condition could be maintained for a long, fin
period in the early universe as long as it is terminated be
matter-domination.

B. G and the tracker solution

The central theorem is expressed in terms of conditi
on the parameter,G. As a useful guide to the proof, w
summarize qualitatively how the conditions onG relate to
the existence and nature of the tracker solution.

The theorem states a condition on the value ofG and its
time variation. The condition on its value is important b
cause, if the inequality is violated, the tracking conditio
V8/V;1/AVQ, cannot be maintained. The condition ensu
that, asQ rolls downhill, both sides of the relation are d
creasing. IfG lies outside the stated bounds, one side of
tracker condition is increasing and the other decreasing aQ
rolls downhill; hence, the tracking condition cannot be ma
tained.

The condition thatG be constant is important for havin
converging behavior. IfG is nearly constant, then the track
equation, Eq.~6!, implies that there is a solution in whichx
and its time-derivatives are negligible. In this case, we h
that the equation-of-state for theQ-field is nearly constant:

wQ'
wB22~G21!

112~G21!
. ~8!

If G.1, the value ofwQ must be less thanwB to satisfy the
tracker equation, which means that theQ-energy redshifts
more slowly than the background energy. For inverse pow
law potentials,V(Q)5M41a/Qa, G511a21, and the rela-
tion we have derived matches the relation in our first pa
@14#. For V(Q)5M4exp(1/Q), G5112Q, which satisfies
our condition forQ!1. For G,1, the same relation say
that the value ofwQ must be greater thanwB , but we also
12350
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require thatG.12(12wB)/(612wB) in order to satisfy
the criterion,wQ,(1/2)(11wB), necessary to have converg
ing solutions~see Sec. III E!.

If G varies significantly withQ, then one can find a wide
and continuous distribution ofQ, VQ , andwQ which satis-
fies the tracker equation. Hence, there is no single solutio
which solutions converge.

In sum, we have succeeded in expressing our conditi
for tracking solutions in terms ofG, which depends entirely
on the functional form ofV. A simple computation of
V9V/(V8)2 determines ifV admits tracking solutions or not
The case of interest for quintessence iswQ,wB , in which
case the condition for a tracker solution isG.1 and nearly
constant.

C. How is the tracker solution approached beginning
from different initial conditions?

We shall call the tracker solutionQ̃(t) and the energy
density of the tracker solution as a function of timerQ̃(t).
This subsection explains in rough detail how solutions c
verge to the tracker solution for any initialrQ that lies be-
tween the initial background energy density,rBi , and the
current critical density,rc0. This range stretches nearly 10
orders of magnitude. In particular, we explain how the co
vergence to the tracker solution is different if initiallyrB
.rQ.rQ̃ versusrc0,rQ,rQ̃ . For simplicity, we confine
ourselves to the casewQ,wB . We complete the proof of
convergence in the next subsection.

The equation-of-motion, Eq.~4!, can be rearranged as

1

6

d ln x

d ln a
52

1

3Ak~11wQ!
AVQ

V8

V
21[D~ t !21 ~9!

where we have restricted ourselves for simplicity to pote
tials with V8,0. Then, sinceV8,0, the right-hand side
~RHS! of this equation is a balance between a positive se
definite term (D) and a negative term. The tracker conditio
corresponds to the two conditions: 12wQ

2 significantly dif-
ferent from zero andwQ nearly constant. The latter require
near balance on the RHS above (D'1) so thatd lnx/d lna is
nearly zero.

First, consider the ‘‘overshoot’’ case in whichrQ is ini-
tially much greater than the tracker valuerQ̃ . For simplicity,
let us assume thatQ is released from rest. The evolution go
through four stages, illustrated in Figs. 1–4. The potential
this example isV(Q)5M4/Q6. ~For this and all subsequen
figures, the choice ofz51012 has been chosen as the initi
time for convenience of computation and illustration; a re
istic figure would have initialz corresponding to the infla
tionary scale.!

~1! V8/V andVQ are so big initially thatD@1. So

1

6

d ln x

d ln a
5

2

12wQ
2

d ln wQ

Hdt
@1 ~10!
4-4
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COSMOLOGICAL TRACKING SOLUTIONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 123504
andwQ is driven towards its maximal value,wQ→11. This
means thatQ̇ becomes large andV decreases very rapidly a
Q runs downhill.

~2! As Q runs downhill, V8/V and VQ are decreasing
Consequently,D begins to decrease and ultimately reache
value of order unity, one of the requirements for a trac
solution. However,wQ has been driven towards11; up to
this point, the RHS of Eq.~9! has been positive, and so the
has been no opportunity forwQ to decrease. As a result,

FIG. 1. Energy density versus redshift for the evolution o
tracker field. For computational convenience,z51012 ~rather than
inflation! has been arbitrarily chosen as the initial time. The wh
bar on left represents the range of initialrQ which leads to an
undershoot and the grey bar represents an overshoot, combinin
a span of more than 100 orders of magnitude if we extrapolate b
to inflation. The solid black circle represents the unique initial co
dition required if the missing energy is the vacuum energy dens
The solid thick curve represents an ‘‘overshoot’’ in whichrQ be-
gins from a value greater than the tracker solution value, decre
rapidly and freezes, and eventually joins the tracker solution.

FIG. 2. A plot of VQ vs redshift for the overshoot solution i
Fig. 1.
12350
a
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2wQ
2 is too small, or, more specifically, the kinetic energy

too large forQ to join the tracker solution. Hence,Q rolls
farther down the potential, overshooting the tracker soluti

~3! Once the tracker solution is overshot,D becomes less
than unity and the RHS of Eq.~9! changes sign.wQ now
decreases from11 towards21. One might wonder wha
happens whenwQ crosses through the tracker value; wh
doesQ not track at this point? The answer is that there
now the problem thatD is too small. So the RHS of Eq.~9!
remains too negative andwQ continues to decreases an
heads towards21.

~4! OncewQ reaches close to21, Q is essentially frozen

for
ck
-
y.

es

FIG. 3. A plot of wQ vs redshift for the overshoot solutio
shown in Fig. 1.wQ rushes immediately towards11 and Q be-
comes kinetic energy dominated. The field freezes andwQ rushes
towards21. Finally, whenQ rejoins the tracker solution,wQ in-
creases, briefly oscillates and settles into the tracker value.

FIG. 4. A plot of ẋ/65(1/6) d lnx/d lna for the overshoot solu-
tion shown in Figs. 1 and 3. At late times whenQ settles into the

tracker solution,ẋ is small andwQ is nearly constant. During the

overshoot phase,ẋ undergoes large positive and negative chang
as described in the text.
4-5
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at some valueQf and, consequently,V andV8/V are frozen.
However,D is now increasing sinceVQ is increasing—even
though rQ is nearly constant,rB is decreasing. AsD in-
creases to order unity, the sign of Eq.~9! changes once again
wQ increases from21, the field runs downhill, and the sig
of Eq. ~9! changes yet again. After a few oscillations, t
terms in Eq.~9! settle into near balance andQ is on track.

Next, consider the ‘‘undershoot’’ case in whichrQ is ini-
tially much less than the tracker valuerQ̃ andQ is released
from rest. This corresponds toQ@Q̃ initially. By assump-
tion, V and uV8/Vu are much smaller than the tracker valu
Consequently, 1/AVQ is larger than the tracker value. Th
only way to satisfy the equation-of-motion, Eq.~4!, is for wQ

to approach21 so that the coefficient of 1/AVQ is nearly
zero. This condition corresponds to a very small kinetic
ergy density orQ nearly constant. Hence, the field remai
nearly ‘‘frozen,’’ andV andV8/V are nearly constant as th
universe evolves. The situation is identical to beginning w
step ~4! above, and the scenario proceeds just as descr
there.

In sum, the field either drops precipitously past the trac
value and is frozen~overshoot! or it begins with a value less
than the tracker solution~undershoot! and is frozen. In either
case, it proceeds from the frozen state to joining the trac
solution. In the case of undershoot, the frozen valueQf is
simply the initial value ofQ. For the overshoot case,Q be-
gins by going through a kinetic energy dominated period
which Q̇}a23. If the initial rQi,rBi , whererB is the back-
ground radiation density, thena}t1/2 and the frozen value o
Q is

Qf'Qi1A 3

4p
VQi

~11!

where the subscript refers to the initial values ofQ andVQ .
„If initially rQi.rBi , thena}t1/3, and

Qf'Qi1A 3

4pS 11
1

2
ln

rQi

rB
D ; ~12!

in this case,Qf is so large thatQ remains frozen up to the
present time.… For the overshoot case,Qi is typically very
small compared to unity andVQi5O(1). Consequently, the
frozen valueQf depends onVQi only.

Initial conditions in whichQ̇i is non-zero do not chang
the scenario significantly. IfQ̇i is very large, then the initia
behavior is kinetic energy dominated, and the evolution p
ceeds similar to the overshoot case. Initial fluctuations inQ
also do not change the discussed behavior since they
exponentially suppressed once the potential becomes
negligible and the field is driven towards the tracker solut
~see the Appendix!.

The possibility of overshoot and undershoot allows a n
possibility for the case of exponential potentials recently d
cussed by Ferreira and Joyce@10#. The exponential potentia
is a special example of a tracker solution in whichVQ is
constant during the matter dominated epoch. The prac
problem with this model, as noted by Ferreira and Joyce
12350
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VQ is constrained to be small (VQ<0.15). At the beginning
of matter domination,VQ must be small in order that large
scale structure be formed, but then it cannot change ther
ter. Hence, it remains a small, subdominant component. T
argument presumes, however, thatQ is already on track at
the beginning of matter domination. It is possible to tu
initial conditions so thatQ overshoots the tracker solutio
initially and does not join the tracker solution until just ve
recently~redshiftz51). Then, the constraint onVQ is lifted.

D. What are the constraints on the initial value ofQ and rQ?

Suppose that the tracker solution corresponds toQ5Q0
today and theQ has converged to a tracker solution. The
whetherrQ is initially smaller than the tracker value an
frozen at someQ5Qf equal to its initial value orrQ is
initially larger than the tracker value and falls toQf

'A3VQi/4p, it is necessary thatQf be less thanQ0 in order
that the field be tracking today. This is not a very stro
constraint. SinceQ05O(1) for most tracking potentials, this
only requires thatrc0,rQi,rBi initially. Hence, initial con-
ditions in whichQ dominates the radiation and matter de
sity are disallowed becauseQ falls so fast and drops to suc
a low point on the potential that it has not yet begun track
today. However, initial conditions in which there is roug
equipartition betweenrQ and the background energy densi
are allowed, as well as initial values ofrQ ranging as low as
100 orders of magnitude smaller, comparable to the cur
matter density. The allowed range is impressive and sp
the most physically likely possibilities.

E. Is the tracker solution stable?

What has been shown so far is that, whether the ini
conditions correspond to undershoot or overshoot,Q soon
reaches some frozen valueQf which depends on the initia
Qi . Then, after some evolution,VQ increases to the poin
where uV8/Vu;1/AVQ and, according to the equation-o
motion, wQ moves away from21 and the field begins to
roll. What remains to be shown is that solutions withwQ not
equal to the tracker solution value converge to the trac
solution. Or, equivalently, we need to show that the trac
solution is stable.

Now, consider a solution in whichwQ differs from the
tracker solution valuew0 by an amountd. Then, the master
equation can be expanded to lowest order ind and its deriva-
tives to obtain, after some algebra,

d̈13F1

2
~wB11!2w0G ḋ1

9

2
~11wB!~12w0!d50

~13!

where the overdot meansd/d lna as in the tracker equation
The solution of this equation is

d}ag ~14!

where
4-6
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g52
3

2 F1

2
~wB11!2w0G

6
i

2
A18~11wB!~12w0!29F1

2
~wB11!2w0G2

.

~15!

The real part of the exponentg is negative forw0 between
21 andw05 1

2 (11wB), which includes our entire range o
interest. So without imposing any further conditions, th
means thatd decays exponentially and the solution a
proaches the tracker solution. Asd decays, it also oscillate
with a frequency described by the second term. See Fig
and 6.

In deriving Eq.~15!, we have assumed thatG is strictly
constant, independent ofQ, which is exactly true for
pure inverse power-law @V;1/Qa# or exponential
(V;exp(bQ)) potentials. The same result holds
ud(G21)/Hdtu/uG21u!1 ~i.e., G21 varies with Q but
only by a modest amount! over the plausible range of initia
conditions ranging fromV(Q)'rBi to V(Q)'req ~where
rBi is the initial background energy density after inflatio
say, andreq is the energy density at matter-radiation equ
ity!. The condition is equivalent touG8/@G (V8/V)#u!1. In
this limit, G and the tracker value ofwQ change adiabatically
as Q rolls downhill, satisfying the tracker equation withẋ
being negligibly small, as discussed in the Appendix. T
constraints onwQ are the same as above. However, so
important differences from the constantG case are pointed
out in the last section.

Throughout most of our discussion in this paper, we ha
considered the casewQ,wB . However, our convergenc

FIG. 5. The convergence of different initial conditions to t
tracker solution. As derived in the text,wQ decays exponentially
fast to the tracker solution combined with small oscillations. All t
curves are forV(Q)5M4/Q6. The solid curve is the overshoot cas
from Fig. 1. The thin dashed curve withw'0 is the tracker solution
which is overlaid for mostz by the dash-dotted curve, which rep
resents a slightly undershooting solution.
12350
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criterion,w0, 1
2 (11wB), includeswQ.wB or, equivalently,

12(12wB)/(612wB),G,1, as also found by Liddle and
Scherrer @16#. An example is V;Qa with a>(6
12wB)/(12wB), a>6 for wB50 anda>10 for wB51/3.
Let us suppose we reached the presentVQ after tracking
down this potential. BecausewQ.wB in these potentials, it
must be thatVQ exceedsVB extrapolating backwards in
time. Consequently, there is no period of matter-dominat
or structure formation, and these models have no pract
interest. However, see the discussion of hybrid models be
for a variation on these models that may be viable.

F. Borderline models and hybrid models

For completeness, we consider two special classes of
tentials, borderline trackers in whichG51 and hybrid mod-
els in whichG.1 at first and thenG,1.

The borderline case corresponds toV}exp(bQ), which
has been studied by several authors@6,7,10,11#. For this
case, the tracker equation forẋ5 ẍ50 demands thatwQ
5wB and, therefore,VQ is constant. Hence, for this case, th
tracker solution corresponds to maintaining a constant r
of quintessence to background energy density. The only
viation occurs during the transition from radiation- to matte
domination whenẋ becomes non-negligible, but this is
small effect.

BecauseVQ is constant throughout the matter-dominat
epoch, these models have limited practical utility.VQ must
be small (<15%) at the onset of matter-domination in ord
not to disrupt structure formation.~Quintessence suppress
the growth rate.! But then, sinceVQ is constant,VQ remains
small forever. Consequently, the models requireVm.85%,
inconsistent with a number of determinations of mass@15#,
and the universe never enters a period of accelerated ex
sion, inconsistent with recent measurements of
luminosity-redshift relation for type IA supernovas@18#.
~The overshoot scenario may lift theVm.85% constraint
but, as discussed in Sec. III D, introduces fine-tuning wh
defeats the whole purpose of the scenario.!

FIG. 6. A plot of VQ vs redshift for the models shown in Fig. 5
4-7
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Hybrid models have the property that solutions conve
to a tracker solution at the early phase of evolution but ce
to converge after a certain point due to a change in the sh
of the potential asQ rolls downhill. One can imagine a suf
ficiently long convergence regime that all or most plausi
initial conditions have collapsed to a common tracker so
tion before the second regime begins. Effectively, this
the desired feature that a wide range of initial conditions le
to the same final condition. The models may be somew
artificial in that the current cosmology is very sensitive
where the transition occurs. For example, consider the c
where wQ,wB but G undergoes a transition fromG.1
~converging! to G,1. Recall that G,1 corresponds to
uV8/Vu increasing asV decreases. We have shown that, e
trapolating backwards only a small interval in time, the fie
Q must have been frozen at a value not so different from
current value~assuming the field is rolling today andwQ
,0). In this kind of hybrid model, the transition toG,1
must be set so that the transition occurs so thatQ is near the
frozen value, which requires delicate tuning of parameter
the potential.

A different example is where 12(12wB)/(612wB)
,G,1 andwQ.wB during the early stages of the univers
We have argued that these conditions produce conver
behavior but, if the conditions continue to the present, th
is no period of matter-domination or structure formation~see
Sec. III E!. However, one can imagine hybrid models
which these conditions@12(12wB)/(612wB)#,G,1 and
wQ.wB are satisfied for some period early in the history
the universe, providing a finite period of converging beha
ior. Later, asQ moves down the potential,V changes form so
that wQ,wB . Viable cosmological models of this type ca
be constructed in whichVQ does not dominate the univers
during the matter-dominated epoch until near the pres
time.

G. Why do models with increasingzV8/Vz and wQ<wB fail
to solve the coincidence problem?

For potentials in whichuV8/Vu increases asV decreases
(G,1), the LHS of the the equation-of-motion, Eq.~4!, is
increasing. IfwQ,wB , 1/AVQ on the RHS is decreasing a
Q rolls downhill. Hence, the tracker condition,uV8/Vu
;1/AVQ, cannot be maintained andwQ cannot be main-
tained at a nearly constant value~different from21) for any
extended period.

In particular, extrapolating backwards in time,uV8/Vu is
strictly decreasing and 1/AVQ is strictly increasing. The only
way to satisfy the equation-of-motion, Eq.~4!, is to havewQ
approach21. But this corresponds to theQ-field freezing at
some valueQ5Qi after only a few Hubble times. The en
ergy density of the frozen field is only slightly higher tha
the current energy density. Consequently, to obtain this c
mological solution, one has to have special initial conditio
in the early universe~after inflation, say! that setQ precisely
to Qi and theQ-energy density torQi

, a value nearly 100
orders of magnitude smaller than the background ene
density. It is precisely this tuning of initial conditions~the
coincidence problem! which we seek to avoid.
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We note that many quintessence models (wQ,0) dis-
cussed in the literature fall into this non-tracking class a
require extraordinary tuning of initial conditions. Simple e
amples include the harmonic potential,V(Q)5M2Q2, and
the sinusoidal potential,V(Q)5M4@cos(Q/f)11#. In these
models, the initial value ofQ must be set to a specific valu
initially in order to obtain the measured value ofVQ today.

H. Some additional practical considerations

We have discovered a wide class of potentials that exh
tracking behavior. This guarantees that a wide range of
tial conditions converge to a common tracking solution, b
the convergence may take longer than the age of the univ
in some cases. In particular, if one assume equipartition a
inflation, say, and the initialV is too far above the tracke
solution, thenQ falls precipitously, overshoots the tracke
solution, and freezes at someQ5Qf . For some potentials
satisfying the conditionG'const.1, Qf may be so large
that the field does not begin to roll and track by the pres
epoch. IfQ just started to roll by the present epoch, then
would behave exactly as a cosmological constant until n
and so the model is trivially equivalent to aL model. As a
practical consideration, we demand that a field starting fr
equipartition initial conditions should start rolling by matte
domination, say, so that the model is non-trivial. This im
poses a mild added constraint on potentials,V(Q). For this
purpose, rough estimates suffice.

Equipartition at the end of inflation, when there are hu
dreds or perhaps thousands of degrees of freedom in
cosmological fluid, means that theQ-field has V i'1023.
Beginning from equipartition,Q falls to some valueQf
where it freezes. According to the equation-of-motion,Q re-
mains frozen untilAVQ}AV/H increases to whereV8/V
;1/AVQ or, equivalently,

V82

V
~Qf !.H2~zeq!5

H0
2

aeq
3

;
1

V0

V0

aeq
3

. ~16!

For V(Q)}1/Qa, this imposes the constraint

a2

Qf
a12

>
1

V0Q0
aaeq

3
, ~17!

whereQ0 is the present value ofQ. Since today

V08
2

V0
;H0

2;
8p

3

V0

V0
, ~18!

we obtainQ0
2;3/8pVQ

0 a2. From Eq. ~11!, we also know
that

4p

3
Qf

2;V i;1023. ~19!

Combining the above relations one gets the restriction oa
4-8
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a2.
1012

V0

S 3

4p
V i D (11a/2)

S a2V0

3

8p D a/2 ~20!

where we have takenaeq;1024. This approximate relation
leads toa>5. Figure 7 confirms this result showing that th
a51 model starts rolling much later than equality. So if o
restricts to pure inverse power-law (1/Qa) potentials, our
constraint thatQ begin from equipartition and roll befor
matter-radiation equality constrains us toa>5.

IV. VQ-WQ RELATION

An extremely important aspect of tracker solutions is
VQ-wQ relation or, equivalently, theVm-wQ relation which
it forces. For any givenV5M4ṽ(Q/M ) ~where ṽ is a di-
mensionless function ofQ/M ), Q and Q̇ are totally deter-
mined independent of initial conditions by the tracker so
tion. The only degree of freedom is theM-parameter in the
potential.M can be fixed by imposing the constraint that t
universe is flat andVm512VQ is determined by measure
ment. There is, then, no freedom left to independently v
wQ . This is the explanation of theVQ-wQ relation, a new
prediction that arises from tracker fields. TheVQ-wQ rela-
tion is not unique because there remains the freedom
change the functional form ofV(Q). Even so,wQ is suffi-
ciently constrained as to be cosmologically interesting.

The general trend is thatwQ→21 asVQ→1. The fact
that Vm>0.2 observationally means thatVQ<0.8 andwQ
cannot be very close to21. How smallwQ can be is model-

FIG. 7. A comparison of the overshoot for three different mo
els beginning fromV i51023 ~equipartition!. The thick solid line is
for V(Q)5M4/Q6, the thick dash-dotted line is forV
5M4@exp(1/Q)21#, and the thick long dashed line is forV(Q)
5M4/Q. In all three examples,Q falls rapidly downhill and
freezes. In the first and second examples,Q begins to roll again and
joins the tracker solution before matter-radiation equality; the th
example, which violates the condition derived in the text, does
begin to roll again by the present epoch.
12350
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dependent. We are most interested in the smallest value
wQ possible since the difference from21 determines how
difficult it is to distinguish the tracking field candidate fo
missing energy from cosmological constant.

In Fig. 8, we show theVQ-wQ relation for a series of
pure, inverse power-law potentials,V(Q)}1/Qa. The gen-
eral trend is thatwQ increases asa decreases. The constrain
given at the end of the previous section is thata>5 ~in order
thatQ be rolling by matter-radiation equality beginning fro
equipartition initial conditions!. For VQ50.8, the smallest
value ofwQ is 20.52, which occurs fora55. This is a large
difference from21 obtained for a cosmological constant.

However, a lower value ofwQ can be easily achieved fo
a more generic potential with a mixture of inverse pow
laws, e.g.,V(Q)5M4 exp(1/Q). For these models,Q is
small initially. If the potential is expanded in inverse powe
of Q, 1/Qa, then it is dominated in the early stages by t
high-a terms. Hence, the effective value ofa is much
greater than 5 before matter-radiation equality, and we ea
satisfy the constraint that the field be rolling before matt
radiation equality beginning from equipartition initial cond
tions. On the other hand, the value ofQ at the present epoch
is large, and the potential is dominated by thea'1 terms in
its expansion. Consequently,wQ can be even lower today
than in the pure power-law case. ForVQ50.8, we obtain
wQ520.72 for the exponential potential, which is in bett
accord with recent constraints onwQ from supernovas@18#.

It is difficult to go below this limit without artificially
tuning potentials unless we relax our constraints. For
ample, consider the highly contrived potentialV(Q)
5A/Q1025

1B/Q10, in which we have intentionally chose
exponents differing by six orders of magnitude in order
obtain a smallwQ today. The second term in the potenti
dominates before equality and ensures that the field is rol
by that point in time. The first term dominates at late tim
and makes the equation of statew0 very low ~because this
term is very flat!. For this example, we findwQ520.98 for

-

d
t

FIG. 8. TheVQ-wQ relation for various potentials assuming
flat universeVm512VQ , wherewQ represents the present valu
of wQ . The potentials and notation are the same as in Fig. 7.
4-9
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PAUL J. STEINHARDT, LIMIN WANG, AND IVAYLO ZLATEV PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 123504
VQ50.8. However, we had to choose a pair of terms w
exponents differing by six orders of magnitude. The less
of this exercise~and related tests! is that the exponentia
potential is a reliable estimate for the minimalwQ possible
for generic, untuned potentials.

In Fig. 8, we illustrate theVQ-wQ relation for several
potentials. Only theV;1/Q6 and V;exp(1/Q) potentials
satisfy the condition thatQ is rolling by matter-radiation
equality beginning from equipartition initial conditions. I
Fig. 9, we illustrate the effectivewQ

e f f that would be mea-
sured using supernova or cosmic microwave backgro
measurements, using theV;exp(1/Q) potential as defining
the boundary of minimal values ofwQ possible for the
tracker field case. This boundary assumes that we satisfy
strict condition that the field be rolling by matter-radiatio
equality beginning from equipartition initial conditions.
we relax this condition and allow a somewhat narrow
range of initial conditions, then general potentials of t
form V;Sck /Qk ~such asV;1/Q) are allowed andwQ can
be somewhat smaller~see Fig. 8!. Hence, in Fig. 9, the
boundary can relax somewhat downward~dashed line! but it
is difficult to obtainwQ,20.8 orwQ

e f f,20.75. BecausewQ

is evolving at recent times, the value obtained from meas
ments at moderate to deep redshift will differ from the c
rent value shown in Fig. 8. For tracker potentials, the eff
of integrating back in time over varyingwQ turns out to be
well-mimicked by a model with constantwQ5wQ

e f f that has
the same conformal distance to last scattering surface.
the caseVm50.2, for example, Fig. 8 shows thatwQ

FIG. 9. A plot of wQ
e f f versusVm512VQ , showing the mini-

mumwQ
e f f possible for tracker solutions. The solid line is the low

boundary assuming the constraint that theQ-field begins with eq-
uipartition initial conditions and begins rolling before matte
radiation equality. The dashed line is the lower boundary if t
condition is relaxed to allow generalV;Sck /Qk. As explained in
the text,wQ

e f f is the value that would be measured in supernova
microwave background experiments which effectively integr
over a varyingwQ .
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520.72 today, but Fig. 9 shows that the measuredwQ

would bewe f f520.63.
The result is exciting because theVQ-wQ relation and the

constraint onVm>0.2 today creates a sufficiently large ga
betweenwQ

e f f and21 that the tracker candidate for missin
energy should be distinguishable from the cosmological c
stant in near-future cosmic microwave background and
pernova measurements.

V. WHY IS THE UNIVERSE ACCELERATING TODAY?

We have proved in this paper that tracker potentials
solve the coincidence problem for quintessence. For a v
wide range of initial conditions, cosmic evolution converg
to a common track. The tracker models are similar to infl
tion in that they funnel a diverse range of initial conditio
into a common final state. The models have only one imp
tant free parameter~M! which is fixed by the measuredVQ

512Vm .
Some of the mathematical properties of tracking solutio

have been noted before for exp(bQ), for exponential poten-
tials with time-dependentb-coefficient and pure, inverse
power-law potentials@6,7,10,11#. The present work is impor-
tant because it shows that the properties are shared
much wider class of more generic potentials. ‘‘Generic p
tentials’’ include, for example, allV’s which can be ex-
panded as a finite or infinite sum of terms with inverse po
ers ofQ, which is much more general than the special ca
of a single inverse-power or a pure exponential. We useV
5M4 exp(1/Q) as an example of this more generic clas
although our conclusions would remain the same for m
generalV5Sck /Qk.

Extending the tracker behavior to generic potentials m
be important because, as we shall argue below, they h
properties not shared by the special cases@V;1/Qa and V
;exp(bQ)] that relate to the puzzle of whyVQ only begins
to dominate and initiate a period of accelerated expans
late in the history of the universe.

This is a subtle point which requires a change of appro
to appreciate. Up to this point in the paper, we have im
ined fixing M to guarantee thatVQ512Vm has the mea-
sured value today. This amounts to considering one trac
solution for eachV(Q). Now we want to consider the entir
family of tracker solutions for each givenV(Q) and consider
whetherVQ is more likely to dominate late in the univers
for that family of solutions or not. In particular, we want t
show that, for genericV(Q), the family of solutions has the
property that the quintessence energy density decreas
nearly the same rate as the background radiation densit
the early stages of the universe and only tends to catch
and overtake the background density late in the history of
universe whenQ has rolled a considerable way down th
potential. Precisely when quintessence overtakes depend
the precisely value ofM, of course, but our point here is t
focus on the trend of the entire family of solutions.

In general, VQ is proportional to a3(wB2wQ)

}t2(wB2wQ)/(11wB), where we have shown in Eq.~8! that
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wB2wQ5
2~G21!~wB11!

112~G21!
. ~21!

Hence, we findVQ}tP where

P5
4~G21!

112~G21!
. ~22!

For the two special cases@V;1/Qa and V;exp(bQ)],
G21 and, hence,P are constant. Consequently,VQ grows as
the same function of time throughout the radiation- a
matter-dominated epochs for their respective family
tracker solutions. So there is no tendency forVQ to grow
slowly at first and then speed up later, as illustrated in F
10. However, these potentials are the exception, rather
the rule.

For more general potentials,P increases as the univers
ages. Consider first a potential which is the sum of two
verse power-law terms with exponentsa1,a2. The term
with the larger power is dominant at early times whenQ is
small, but the term with the smaller power dominates at l
times asQ rolls downhill and obtains a larger value. Henc
the effective value ofa decreases andG21}1/a increases;
the result is thatP increases at late times. For more gene
potentials, such asV;exp(1/Q), the effective value ofa
decreases continuously andP increases with time. Figure 1
illustrates the comparison in the growth ofP.

How does this relate to whyVQ dominates late in the
universe? Because an increasingP means thatVQ grows
more rapidly as the universe ages. Figure 11 compare
tracker solution for a pure inverse power-law potentialV
;1/Q6) model with a tracker solution forV;exp(1/Q),
where the two solutions have been chosen to begin at
same value ofVQ . ~The start time has been chosen ar
trarily at z51017 for the purposes of this illustration.! Fol-
lowing each curve to the right, there is a dramatic~10 orders

FIG. 10. A plot of P/P0 versust, whereVQ}tP and P0 is the
initial value of P. The plot compares pure inverse power-lawV
;1/Qa) potentials for whichP is constant with a generic potentia
@e.g.,V;exp(1/Q)] for which P increases with time.
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of magnitude! difference between the time when the fir
solution~solid line! meets the background density versus t
second solution~dot-dashed line!. That is, beginning from
the sameVQ , the first tracker solution dominates well befo
matter-radiation equality and the second~generic! example
dominates well after matter-domination. The difference
less dramatic asa increases for the pure inverse power-la
model and becomes negligible fora.15. Of course, the
model appears more contrived. But more importantly, asa
increases, the value ofwQ today ~given Vm>0.2) ap-
proaches zero and the universe does not enter a perio
acceleration by the present epoch. Hence, a significant
clusion is that the pure exponential and inverse power-
models are atypical; the generic potential has properties
illustrated in Fig. 11 thatVQ dominates late in the history o
the universe and induces a recent period of accelerated
pansion.

In sum, the general tracker behavior shown in this pa
goes a long way towards resolving two key issues: the co
cidence~or initial conditions! problem and whyrQ is domi-
nating today rather than at some early epoch. And it lead
a new prediction—a relation betweenVm512VQ and wQ
today that makes tracker fields distinguishable from a c
mological constant.
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FIG. 11. A plot comparing two tracker solutions for the case
a V;1/Q6 potential~solid line! and aV;exp(1/Q) potential~dot-
dashed line!. The dashed line is the background density. The t
tracker solutions were chosen to have the same energy density
tially. The tracker solution for the generic example@V
;exp(1/Q)# reaches the background density much later than
the pure inverse-power law potential. Hence,VQ is more likely to
dominate late in the history of the universe in the generic case
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we discuss the convergence to
tracker solution whenG[V9V/(V8)2 varies with Q. We
wish to show that convergence occurs if the variation oG
over the plausible range of initial conditions~varying of 100
orders of magnitude in energy density! is nearly constant. An
example isV;exp(1/Q) for which G5112Q andQ!1 for
the plausible range of initial conditions.

The condition that G be nearly constant mean
precisely that d(G21)/Hdt!(G21) or, equivalently,
uG8/@G (V8/V)#u!1. In this case,G is nearly constant over a
Hubble time. Hence, we can consider an adiabatic appr
mation for the tracker solution in whichQ0 and w0 satisfy
the tracker equation~6! with ẋ and ẍ negligibly small. Sup-
posewQ andQ are both perturbed from this tracker solutio
by amountsdw anddQ(t). From the definition ofwQ , we
have that

dw5~12w0!
Q̇0

r0
dQ̇2~11w0!

V08

r0
dQ. ~A1!

From the equation-of-motion, Eq.~4!, we know that

V08

r0
;

V08

V0
}

1

AVQ

}a23(wQ2wB). ~A2!

Consequenty, Eq.~A1! implies

dw;exp@23/2~wB2w0!lna#dQ. ~A3!

In particular, this equation shows thatdw decays ifdQ de-
cays.

To show thedQ decays, we start from the more standa
form of the equation-of-motion:

Q̈13HQ̇1V850, ~A4!

and obtain the perturbed equation

dQ̈13HdQ̇1V09dQ50. ~A5!

Changing the variable todt5Hdt, we obtain

d2dQ

dt2
5

d

Hdt S ddQ

Hdt D5
1

H2
Q̈1m

ddQ

dt
~A6!
et

tu

12350
e

i-

where m[(Ht)2153(wB11)/2. Equation~A5! then be-
comes

d2dQ

dt2
1~32m!

ddQ

dt
1

V09

H2
dQ50 ~A7!

where

C[
V09

H2
'

9

4
~12wQ!~21wB1wQ! ~A8!

in the adiabatic approximation. The solution to Eq.~A7! is
dQ5A exp(bt), where

b21~32m!b1C50 ~A9!

with solutions

b652
B

2 F16A12
4C

B2 G ~A10!

where

B532m5
3

2
~12wB!. ~A11!

Note thatB.0 andC.0. Hence, we have thatdQ expo-
nentially decays, and, by the argument that preceded,dw
}dQ also decays exponentially. Combining our relations
dQ anddw, we can reproduce the result in Eq.~15! obtained
for the constantG case.

If Q has spatial fluctuations, Eq.~A7! must be modified
by a positive term proportional tok2dQ. The effect is to
increaseC and modify the oscillation frequency. Howeve
the exponential suppression of the fluctuations is retai
once the field starts approaching the attractor soluti
Hence, even if the initial conditions result in significant flu
tuations after the field is frozen~in either the undershoot o
overshoot case!, the initial fluctuations are erased asQ con-
verges to the tracker solution.
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